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We study the canonical realization of Bondi-Metzner-Sacks symmetry for a massive scalar field
introduced by Longhi and Materassi [J. Math. Phys. 40, 480 (1999)]. We construct an invariant scalar
product for the generalized momenta. As a consequence we introduce a quadratic Casimir with the
supertranslations.
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I. MOTIVATION AND RESULTS
Recently there has been a renewed interest in the Bondi-
Metzner-Sacks (BMS) group [1]. The BMS invariance of
the gravitational scattering [2], the relation among soft
graviton theorems [3] and BMS supertranslations [4] have
been shown. The relation among supertranslations, gravi-
tational memory and soft gravitons theorems has been also
studied [5]. There is also the proposal that the BMS group
could be useful to understand holography in asymptotically
flat space-times [6–9]. Related to these developments has
been the study of asymptotic symmetries in quantum field
theories; in the case of QED, see [10] for the massless case
and [11,12] for the massive case. A recent overview on the
whole subject is given by Strominger [13] at Strings 2015.
Lately Hawking put forward the idea that supertranslations
could solve the information paradox problem of black
holes [14].
In this work we study the canonical realization of the
BMS symmetry for a free massive real scalar field in four
dimensions introduced in [15]. The Poincaré generators Pμ,
Mμν are written in terms of the Fourier modes að~kÞ, að~kÞ of
the plane wave expansion of the Klein-Gordon field. The
momentum mass-shell condition q2 −m2 ¼ 0 defines a 3D
spacelike hyperboloid H13 [16]. It is useful to introduce a
differential operator in this spaceD ¼ −m2Δþ 3, where Δ
is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on H13.
It happens that the four-dimensional momenta kμ are
zero modes ofD; this suggests to look for the zero modes of
this operator in general. These are given by an infinite set of
function wl;m defined on H13, unique up to rescalings,
l ¼ 0; 1; 2;…jmj ≤ l. The explicit expression of this func-
tions was given in [15]; see also the next section. The
functions wl;m can be considered as a generalization of four
momenta. This allows us to define the supertranslations for
massive scalar field Pl;m in terms of wl;m and the Fourier
modes að~kÞ, að~kÞ; see the next section.
The transformation of the scalar field under space-time
translations is obtained from the scalar nature of the field
under Poincaré transformations. This is not the case for
supertranslations. The supertranslations act on the field and
their conjugated momenta as a nonlocal linear canonical
transformation. All together Pl;m, Mμν give the infinite
vector representation of the BMS group. Note that the
appearance of the BMS symmetry introduced for the scalar
field [15] is not an asymptotic gauge symmetry as in [1]; it
is a nonlocal symmetry of the free Klein-Gordon equation
of motion.
We will construct a BMS invariant scalar product for the
generalized momenta wl;m, or for a rescaling of them. We
write this product in terms of an infinite-dimensional matrix
ηl;m;l
0;m0 that generalizes the Minkowski metric ημν for the
scalar product of 4D momenta kμ. In a suitable basis of
these zero modes ηl
0;m0;l:m ¼ δl0;lδm0;m. The convergence of
this scalar product has also been studied.1 The scalar
product is the key ingredient for the definition of a
configuration space (see, for example [17]), and therefore
give meaning to coordinates xl:m conjugated to wl;m.
Using this infinite-dimensional metric we will
construct a quadratic Casimir with the supertranslations
“P2” ¼ ηl;m;l0;m0Pl;mPl0;m0 . Physically this Casimir allows us
to define the BMS mass-shell constraint.
Our analysis of the scalar product and the Casimir
“P2” will be useful to study BMS symmetries and it could
be useful to the study of the scattering S matrix, since
the in-and-out states are free fields, and also to study
particles and strings with BMS symmetries. The canonical
realization of BMS considered in [15] and here could be
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extended to other fields with nonvanishing spin and to
massless fields.
II. CANONICAL REALIZATION
OF BMS SYMMETRY
We consider a free real scalar field Φðt; ~xÞ of mass m in
four dimensions. The Fourier expansion is given by
Φðt; ~xÞ ¼
Z
R3
~dk½að~kÞe−iðx·kÞ þ að~kÞeiðx·kÞ ð1Þ
where ð·Þ is the usual Minkowski Lorentz invariant product
and ~dk ¼ d3k
Ωð~kÞ, Ωð~kÞ ¼ ð2πÞ
32ωð~kÞ ¼ ð2πÞ32
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~k2 þm2
q
and ki ¼ −ki.
The realization of the Poincaré group in terms of Fourier
modes of the scalar field Φðt; ~xÞ is given by
Pμ ¼
Z
R3
~dkkμað~kÞað~kÞ; ð2Þ
M0j ¼ −i
Z
R3
~dkað~kÞωð~kÞ ∂∂~kj
að~kÞ; ð3Þ
Mij ¼ −i
Z
R3
~dkað~kÞ

ki
∂
∂kj − k
j ∂
∂ki

að~kÞ ð4Þ
as one checks the algebra by using the Poisson brack-
ets fað~kÞ; að~k0Þg ¼ −iΩð~kÞδ3ð~k − ~k0Þ.
The mass-shell condition for Φðt; ~xÞ is given by
q2 −m2 ¼ 0; it defines the 3D spacelike hyperboloid,
H13, in the space of momenta, with coordinates ~k. The
relation with the embedding momenta qμ is
q0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~k2 þm2
q
, qi ¼ ki. The induced metric on H13 is
given by
ds2 ¼ ηˆ ¼

1
ω2ð~kÞ
kikj − δij

dkidkj: ð5Þ
In polar coordinates ds2 ¼ −m2ð 1r2þ1 dr2 þ r2ds2S2Þ,
where r ¼ j~kjm , and ds2S2 is the metric of the sphere.
This expression, apart dimensions, is used in [11] to give
a foliation of the Minkowski space-time.
The 3D spacelike hyperboloid H13 has constant negative
curvature R ¼ − 1m [16]. It is a Euclidean Anti-de Sitter
space AdS3 that can be written as the coset
SOð3;1Þ
SOð2;1Þ. The
coordinates are a global parametrization of the Euclidean
AdS3 space. The Laplace-Beltrami operator on H13 is
given by
Δ ¼ ~∇ · ~∇þ 2
m2
~k · ~∇þ 1
m2
ð~k · ~∇Þ2: ð6Þ
It is an elliptic operator and has the propertyΔkμ ¼ 3m2 kμ.
We introduce the operator D,
D ¼ −m2Δþ 3; ð7Þ
the four momenta are zero modes of D, Dkμ ¼ 0.
For a massive free Klein-Gordon in 2þ 1 dimensions the
corresponding operator is D ¼ −m2Δ2 þ 2, where Δ2 is
the Laplace-Beltrami in H12.
The massless case can be studied taking the massless
limit of the operator D, i.e.,
Dm¼0 ¼ −2~k: ~Δ − ð~k: ~ΔÞ2 þ 3: ð8Þ
Since we want to find a generalization of four
momenta to construct the supertranslations this property
suggests that we study all zero modes of DfðkÞ ¼ 0.
Introducing spherical coordinates, these are given by the
functions [15]
wl;mð~kÞ ¼ ulðrÞYl;mðkˆÞ; ð9Þ
ulðrÞ ¼ rlFððl − 1Þ=2; ðlþ 3Þ=2; lþ 3=2;−r2Þ; ð10Þ
where F is the hypergeometric function, 2F1, Yl;m are the
spherical harmonics and r ¼ j~kjm . The set fwl;mg is not the
only set of solutions of the equation Dfð~kÞ ¼ 0. For
given values of fl; mg there are two independent
solutions of the equation. The first is fwl;mg, which
has a good behavior for r → 0; the second set of
solutions is singular in r ¼ 0. This is the reason for
the choice fwl;mg.
The functions wl;m span an infinite-dimensional nonuni-
tary representation of the Lorentz group. This representa-
tion has the following properties:
(i) it is the only representation [15] with an invariant
subspace of dimension four;
(ii) for l ¼ 0, 1 wl;m is the four-vector kμ in the spherical
basis
w0;0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − r2
p
Y0;0 ¼
ωð~kÞ
m
Y0;0; ð11Þ
w1;m ¼ rY1;m ¼
j~kj
m
Y1;m; ð12Þ
(iii) the functions wlmðr; θ;ϕÞ have an asymptotic behav-
ior like kμ, for all values of l ¼ 0; 1; 2;….
The presence of the zero modes wl;mð~kÞ enables us to
define the supertranslations in terms of Fourier modes
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Pl;m ¼
Z
R3
~dkwl;mð~kÞað~kÞað~kÞ: ð13Þ
In Ref. [15] it is proven that these integrals are well defined
and that Mμν, Pl;m verify the BMS algebra.
III. BMS INVARIANT SCALAR PRODUCT AND
QUADRATIC CASIMIR
Since we have an infinite set of function wl;m which
generalizes the four momenta kμ, it is natural to ask if there
exists a scalar product, invariant under BMS, which
generalizes the usual Minkowski metric.
The strategy to construct this scalar product will be to
require the Hermiticity of Lorenz generators acting on the
set wl;m or a rescaling of them. We first consider the boost
K3 ¼ M03. We look for a new basis of zero modes fkl;mg
where the Hermiticity is studied using the diagonal scalar
product for l > 1,
pð~k; ~k0Þ ¼
X
l>1
kl0;m0 ð~kÞηl
0;m0;l:mklmð~k0Þ ð14Þ
with
ηl
0;m0;l:m ¼ δl0;lδm0;m: ð15Þ
For l ¼ 0, 1 we will use the ordinary Minkowski metric.
The functions fkl;mg will be obtained by a rescaling of
fwl;mg,
kl;m¼NðlÞ
1
MðlÞwl;m; MðlÞ¼
Γð2ÞΓðlþ 3
2
Þ
Γð2þ l
2
ÞΓðlþ3
2
Þ : ð16Þ
The factor MðlÞ is introduced in order to have
simple behavior for l → ∞ since we have jwl;mj ≤ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2lþ1
4π
q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ r2
p
MðlÞ.
The factor NðlÞ is unknown and can be determined by
imposing the Hermiticity of K3. We have
K3kl;m ¼
NðlÞ
Nðlþ 1Þ al;mklþ1;m þ
NðlÞ
Nðl − 1Þ bl;mkl−1;m
≡Al;mklþ1;m þ Bl;mkl−1;m; ð17Þ
where al;m¼−iðl−1ÞClþ1;m, bl;m¼ iðlþ2ÞCl;m and Cl;m ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðl−mÞðlþmÞ
ð2l−1Þð2lþ1Þ
q
.
The generator K3 will be self-adjoint if
Bl;m ¼ Al−1;m; ð18Þ
which implies
½iðlþ 2ÞCl;m
NðlÞ
Nðl − 1Þ ¼ ½iðl − 2ÞC¯l;m
Nðl − 1Þ
NðlÞ :
If we define EðlÞ ¼ ½NðlÞ2, we get the recurrence
relation
Eðlþ 1Þ ¼ ðl − 1Þðlþ 3ÞEðlÞ: ð19Þ
This recurrence equation is meaningful only for l ≥ 2. The
solution is given by
EðlÞ ¼ 4!ðlþ 2Þðlþ 1Þlðl − 1ÞEð2Þ; l ≥ 2; ð20Þ
where Eð2Þ has an arbitrary value.
The action of K3 on fkl;mg, apart from a phase factor, is
K3kl;m ¼ Al;mklþ1;m þ Bl;mkl−1;m; ð21Þ
where
Al;m ¼ −i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðl − 1Þðlþ 3Þ
p
Clþ1;m;
Bl;m ¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðl − 2Þðlþ 2Þ
p
Cl;m: ð22Þ
Note that
Al;m ¼ Blþ1;m; A1;m ¼ B2;m ¼ 0: ð23Þ
The action of the other generators can be obtained from
K1 ¼ i½K3; L2, K2 ¼ −i½K3; L1, and the standard action
of L3 and L,
L3Yl;m ¼ mYl;m; ð24Þ
LYl;m ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðlþ 1Þ −mðm 1Þ
p
Yl;m1: ð25Þ
We obtain
Kkl;m ¼ ðDl;mklþ1;m1 þ El;mkl−1;m1Þ; ð26Þ
where A and B are defined in Eq. (22) while D and E are
Dl;m ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðlþ 1Þ −mðm 1Þ
p
Al;m1
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðlþ 1Þðlþ 2Þ −mðm 1Þ
p
Al;m ð27Þ
and
El;m ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lðlþ 1Þ −mðm 1Þ
p
Bl;m1
−
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðl − 1ÞðlÞ −mðm 1Þ
p
Bl;m: ð28Þ
The Hermiticity of the Lorentz generators implies the
invariance of the scalar product under Lorentz
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transformations. It is also invariant under supertranslations,
since these form an Abelian algebra.
If we define the supertranslations using the set of zero
modes fkl;mg,
Pl;m ¼
Z
R3
~dkkl;mð~kÞað~kÞað~kÞ: ð29Þ
The BMS algebra becomes
½Mi;j; Pl;m ¼ ϵijkPl0;m0 ðLkÞl0;m0;l;m;
½M0;j; Pl;m ¼ −Pl0;m0 ðKjÞl0;m0;l;m; ð30Þ
where the matrices ∥Lk∥ and ∥Kj∥ are defined in Eqs. (22)
and (24)–(26). This representation gives the vector repre-
sentation of the BMS group. Let us observe that the
supertranslations act as a canonical, but nonlocal, trans-
formation of the scalar field and its momentum; see [15].
The invariant scalar product allows us to define a
quadratic Casimir for the supertranslations
“P2” ¼ ηl;m;l0;m0Pl;mPl0;m0 : ð31Þ
One can check ½“P2”;BMS ¼ 0 using (30).
Therefore the BMS mass-shell condition is given by
ηl;m;l
0;m0Pl;mPl0;m0 ¼ m2BMS: ð32Þ
This condition will be useful to construct models for
particles and strings with BMS symmetries.
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